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Please note

IBM’s statements regarding its plans, directions, and intent are subject to
change or withdrawal without notice at IBM’s sole discretion.

Information regarding potential future products is intended to outline our general
product direction and it should not be relied on in making a purchasing decision.

The information mentioned regarding potential future products is not a
commitment, promise, or legal obligation to deliver any material, code or
functionality. Information about potential future products may not be
incorporated into any contract. The development, release, and timing of any
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incorporated into any contract. The development, release, and timing of any
future features or functionality described for our products remains at our sole
discretion.

Performance is based on measurements and projections using standard IBM
benchmarks in a controlled environment. The actual throughput or performance
that any user will experience will vary depending upon many factors, including
considerations such as the amount of multiprogramming in the user’s job
stream, the I/O configuration, the storage configuration, and the workload
processed. Therefore, no assurance can be given that an individual user will
achieve results similar to those stated here.
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Cloud

• Business models
under constant
pressure

• Customers are
more demanding

On a Smarter Planet, Unprecedented Changes are Occurring

ZBs of
transaction

data
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Mobile Social

Internet of Things

more demanding
and connected

• Great relationships
trump great
products
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And leaders are responding by…
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Innovating
Across

the Ecosystem

Providing a
Great Experience

Offering Value
In Every

Interaction
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The power of Data
coming together…

…to deliver
improved business outcomes

1. Enrich your information base
with Big Data ExplorationVolumeVelocityVolumeVelocity

Forward thinking organizations are
creating value from Big Data
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…with the power of
Technology…

5. Prevent crime
with Security and Intelligence Extension

4. Gain IT efficiency and scale
with Data Warehouse Augmentation

Variety

Veracity
Variety

Veracity

2. Improve customer interaction
with Enhanced 360º View of the Customer

3. Optimize operations
with Operations Analysis
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But what is Big Data?

Google can give you nearly 2 Billion options
Vendors have even more definitions
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Here is how Gartner defines Big Data

Big data is high-volume, high-velocity and high-variety information

assets that demand cost-effective, innovative information
processing for enhanced insight and decision making.

Gartner research note “Survey Analysis - Big Data Adoption in 2013 Shows Substance Behind
the Hype“ Sept 12 2013
Analyst(s): Lisa Kart, Nick Heudecker, Frank Buytendijk
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Volume Velocity

We’ve moved into a new era of computing
- V4

of Tweets
create daily

12 terabytes
trade events
per second

5 million

“We have for the first time
an economy based on a

key resource
[Information] that is not

Radical Flexibility Extreme Scalability
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Variety

Volume Velocity

Veracity

8

Of video feeds from
surveillance cameras

100’s

[Information] that is not
only renewable, but self-

generating.

Running out of it is not a
problem, but drowning in

it is.”

– John Naisbitt

Decision
makers trust

their information

Only 1 in 3

Information from everywhere
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The 3 V’s of Big Data: Volume, Velocity and Variety
 Volume: Enterprises are awash with ever-growing data of all types, easily amassing terabytes—even petabytes—of

information.
– Turn 12 terabytes of Tweets created each day into improved product sentiment analysis
– Convert 350 billion annual meter readings to better predict power consumption

 Velocity: Sometimes 2 minutes is too late. For time-sensitive processes such as catching fraud, big data must be
used as it streams into your enterprise in order to maximize its value.

– Scrutinize 5 million trade events created each day to identify potential fraud
– Analyze 500 million daily call detail records in real-time to predict customer churn faster
– The latest I have heard is 10 nano seconds delay is too much.

 Variety: Big data is any type of data - structured and unstructured data such as text, sensor data, audio, video, click
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 Variety: Big data is any type of data - structured and unstructured data such as text, sensor data, audio, video, click
streams, log files and more. New insights are found when analyzing these data types together.

– Monitor 100’s of live video feeds from surveillance cameras to target points of interest
– Exploit the 80% data growth in images, video and documents to improve customer satisfaction

 And a 4TH V:

 Veracity: Unstructured Big Data can be of uncertain accuracy
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Demand for differently structured data to be
seamlessly integrated, to augment analytics /
decisions
• Analytics and decision engines

reside where the DWH /
transaction data is

• “Noise” surrounds the core
business data

DataData
WarehouseWarehouse

© 2013 IBM Corporation10

• Social Media, emails, docs,
telemetry, voice, video, content

• Expanding our insights –
getting closer to the “truth”

• Lower risk and cost

• Increased profitability

“Circle of trust”
widens

BusinessBusiness
AnalyticsAnalytics

DB2 for z/OSDB2 for z/OS
IMSIMS

InformationInformation
GovernanceGovernance

IntegrationIntegration
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The Big Data starting point

Transactional sources are the dominant data types analyzed in big data initiatives
Types of Data Analysed

© 2013 IBM Corporation

Gartner research note “Survey Analysis - Big Data Adoption in 2013 Shows Substance Behind
the Hype“ Sept 12 2013
Analyst(s): Lisa Kart, Nick Heudecker, Frank Buytendijk
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The Big Data starting point

Transactional sources are the dominant data types analyzed in big data initiatives
Types of Big Data Analysed by Industry

© 2013 IBM Corporation

Gartner research note “Survey Analysis - Big Data Adoption in 2013 Shows Substance Behind
the Hype“ Sept 12 2013
Analyst(s): Lisa Kart, Nick Heudecker, Frank Buytendijk
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Big Data Exploration

Find, visualize, understand
all big data to improve
decision making

Enhanced 360o View
of the Customer

Extend existing customer
views (MDM, CRM, etc) by

Security/Intelligence
Extension

Lower risk, detect fraud
and monitor cyber

Big Data use cases

© 2013 IBM Corporation

decision making views (MDM, CRM, etc) by
incorporating additional
internal and external
information sources

Operations Analysis

Analyze a variety of machine
data for improved business
results

Data Warehouse Augmentation

Integrate big data and data warehouse
capabilities to increase operational
efficiency

and monitor cyber
security in real-time
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The IBM Big Data platform

InfoSphere BigInsights
Hadoop-based analytics for variety

and volume as well as

Data-At-Rest

StreamInformation

Hadoop

© 2013 IBM Corporation

Netezza High
Capacity Appliance

Queryable Archive for
Structured Data

Netezza 1000
BI+Ad Hoc Analytics on

Structured Data

Smart Analytics System
Operational Analytics on

Structured Data

Informix Timeseries
Time-structured analytics

InfoSphere Warehouse
Large structured data analytics

InfoSphere Streams
Low Latency Analytics for

streaming data

Velocity, Variety & Volume

Data-In-MotionMPP Data
Warehouse

Stream
Computing

Information
Integration

InfoSphere Information
Server

High volume data integration
and transformation
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 An open source software framework that supports data-intensive
distributed applications

What is

– High throughput, batch processing
– runs on large clusters of commodity hardware

• Yahoo runs a 4000 nodes Hadoop cluster in 2008

© 2013 IBM Corporation15

• Yahoo runs a 4000 nodes Hadoop cluster in 2008

 Two main components
– Hadoop distributed file system

• self-healing, high-bandwidth clustered storage
– MapReduce engine
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Hadoop: The underlying principle

 Lots of redundant disks – really inexpensive disks

 Lots of cores – inexpensive cores working all the time

 Disks crash – that’s ok – just replace them

 Processors fail – that’s ok – just replace them

© 2013 IBM Corporation

 Network errors happen – that’s ok - just retry

 Disks, processors networked
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Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)

Files are broken in to large blocks
(default=64MB).

Blocks are replicated
(default=3 times) and
distributed across the
cluster.

– Durability

© 2013 IBM Corporation17

– Durability
– Availability
– Throughput

Optimized for
– Streaming reads of large files
– write-once-read-many access model,

append-only
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BIG DATA is not just HADOOP

Manage & store huge
volume of any data

Hadoop File System

MapReduce

Data WarehousingStructure and control data

Understand and navigate
federated big data sources

Federated Discovery and Navigation

© 2013 IBM Corporation

Manage streaming data Stream Computing

Analyze unstructured data Text Analytics Engine

Integrate and govern all
data sources

Integration, Data Quality, Security,
Lifecycle Management, MDM
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Enhancing IMS analytics on System z with
Big Data
 Much of the world’s operational data resides on z/OS

 Unstructured data sources are growing fast

 There is a need to merge this data with trusted OLTP data from System z
data sources

 IMS provides the connectors and the DB capability to allow BigInsights

© 2013 IBM Corporation19

 IMS provides the connectors and the DB capability to allow BigInsights
v2.1.2.0 to easily and efficiently access the IMS data source

IMS intends to support
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Enhancing IMS analytics on System z with
Big Data
 Observation points lead to new business opportunities

 Observation points gleaned from both archived data and live data

 Score business events, track claims evolution, and more

 Make the data available to people who can do something meaningful with it

© 2013 IBM Corporation20

IMS intends to support
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BigInsights Platform

JDBC

Analysis

High level overview

© 2013 IBM Corporation

HDFS

Discovery
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HDFS

BigInsights Platform

JDBC

Import options

© 2013 IBM Corporation

Sqoop Import POJO Import
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Sqoop Import

 Command line interface application for transferring data between RDBMS
and HDFS.

 Import into Hive and Hbase
 Export from HDFS back into RDBMS
 Import:

 Divides table into ranges using primary key max/min (can use split-by
param)

 Creates mappers for each range
Mappers write to multiple HDFS nodes

© 2013 IBM Corporation23

 Mappers write to multiple HDFS nodes
 Creates text or sequence files

 Export:
 Reads files in HDFS directory via MapReduce
 Bulk parallel insert into database table.
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Sqoop Import

 Import into HDFS using the below command:
./sqoop import --connect

jdbc:ims://ecwas09.vmec.svl.ibm.com:5555/BIGDATP1 --driver
com.ibm.ims.jdbc.IMSDriver --table EMPLOYEE -m 3 --split-by
EDLEVEL --username 'OMVSADM' –P

13/06/19 17:50:27 INFO db.DataDrivenDBInputFormat: BoundingValsQuery:
SELECT MIN(EDLEVEL), MAX(EDLEVEL) FROM EMPLOYEE

13/06/19 17:50:46 INFO mapreduce.ImportJobBase: Transferred 5.123 KB in
20.3762 seconds (257.4572 bytes/sec)

13/06/19 17:50:46 INFO mapreduce.ImportJobBase: Retrieved 43 records.

© 2013 IBM Corporation24

13/06/19 17:50:46 INFO mapreduce.ImportJobBase: Retrieved 43 records.

 HDFS Output (below)
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BigInsights Database Import Application
 Utilize the built in Database Import Application by providing the database

connection parameters:

© 2013 IBM Corporation25
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BigInsights Database Import Application
 Once the run is completed, view the data in HDFS:

© 2013 IBM Corporation26
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BigInsights BigSheets

 This data can be saved as BigSheets workbook for further analytics

© 2013 IBM Corporation27
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Elevated demand for business analytics drives new
requirements and focus

More aggressive
requirements

Enterprise-level scale & performance

Mission critical availability

Faster access to operational data

Rapid, cost effective deployment & expansion

More integrated view of data across the environment

© 2013 IBM Corporation

Driving new
focuses

Modernization

Standardization & Consolidation

Operational BI

Data Governance

Cloud Computing
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 A large percent of the data that is accessed for
analytics originates/resides on IBM zEnterprise

 2/3 of business transactions for U.S. retail banks

 80% of world’s corporate data

 Businesses that run on zEnterprise

 66 of the top 66 worldwide banks

The role of zEnterprise in Big
Data analytics

© 2013 IBM Corporation

 24 of the top 25 U.S. retailers

 10 of the top 10 global life/health insurance
providers

 1,300+ ISVs run zEnterprise today, more than 275 of
these selling over 800 applications on Linux

 The downtime of an application running on System z
equates to approximately 5 minutes per year

 The System z mainframe can run over a thousand
virtual Linux images on a single frame the size of a
refrigerator
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DB2 Analytics Accelerator
Accelerating decisions to the speed of business

Blending System z and Netezza

technologies to deliver unparalleled, mixed

workload performance for complex analytic

business needs.

Get more insight from your data
timely

• Fast, predictable response times
for “right-time” analysis

• Accelerate analytic query
response times

© 2013 IBM Corporation

response times

• Improve price/performance for
analytic workloads

• Minimize the need to create data
marts for performance

• Highly secure environment for
sensitive data analysis

• Transparent to the application
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Query execution process flow with DB2 & IDAA

DB2

Optimizer
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IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA)

Queries executed with IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator

Queries executed without IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator

Heartbeat (IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator availability and performance indicators)

Query execution run-time for

queries that cannot be or should

not be off-loaded to IBM DB2

Analytic Accelerator

SPU
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System z data consolidation
Leveraging your DB2 & IMS information infrastructure

DB2DB2
ProductionProduction

DataData

IMSIMS
ProductionProduction

© 2013 IBM Corporation

• Organized to a support high speed transaction environment with historical and analytic
information

• Increase agility by rapidly responding with immediate, accurate information, eliminating
the need to search for answers with analysis that is timely

• Enables the organization to become more nimble by placing fact-based information into
the hands of decision makers

• Removes the never-ending search for the right information

ProductionProduction
DataData

Potential support for IMS
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Another option
Marrying the best of each environment

B
I
A

p
p

lic
a
tio

n

IMSIMS

IMS OptimizerIMS Optimizer

AnalyticsAnalytics
AcceleratorAccelerator

DW queryDW query

Offload DW query
workload to

Total solution remains centrally managed by System z…

Integrates IMS - with
high-performance

Potential support

© 2013 IBM Corporation

B
I
A

p
p

lic
a
tio

n

IMS OptimizerIMS Optimizer
decision fordecision for
accelerationacceleration

DW queryDW query

executionexecution

workload to
high performance

query
accelerator

…without any change to your applications.

WorkloadWorkload
OptimizedOptimized

Seamlessly plugs into the existing stack of
software and hardware

Data Warehouse
query technology

System zSystem z

Unchanged
Application

Interface
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InfoSphere Data Explorer

Data Explorer is the visualization & discovery
capability for IBM’s comprehensive big data
platform

Data Explorer is a key component of all the
big data use cases with greatest impact in Big

© 2013 IBM Corporation

big data use cases with greatest impact in Big
Data Exploration & Enhanced 360 View of the
Customer
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Data Explorer : visualization & discovery across all your
data sources : “Integration at the glass”

InfoSphere
Data Explorer

Providing unified, real-timeSecurely connect to Help prioritize your

© 2013 IBM Corporation

Create unified view of
ALL information for
real-time monitoring

Identify areas of information
risk & ensure data

compliance

Analyze customer information
& data to unlock true

customer value

Increase productivity &
leverage past work

increasing speed to market

Improve customer
service & reduce

call times

Providing unified, real-time
access and fusion of big

data unlocks greater
insight and ROI

Securely connect to
and leverage data
stored in DB2 for

z/OS & IMS

Help prioritize your
System z big data
integration and
analytics projects
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InfoSphere Data Explorer product
architecture and differentiators

Big Data
Application

Big Data
Application

Big Data
Application

 Federated discovery and
navigation

 Scalable architecture

Differentiators

Web Results

Feeds

Subscriptions

Query RoutingUser Profiles

Authentication/Authorization
Business Rules
Personalization

Display

Application Framework

© 2013 IBM Corporation

CM, RM,
DM

RDBMS Feeds

Web 2.0
Email

Web
CRM, ERP File

Systems

Integration Zone – Connectors & APIs

BigInsights Streams

 Scalable architecture

 Accurate results

 Secure connectivity

 Powerful development
tools

 Unique application
framework

 Fast time to value

Text
Analytics

Indexing and Search
Engine

Metadata
Extraction

Web ResultsDisplay
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Seamless IMS integration

Big Data
Application

Big Data
Application

Big Data
Application

Web Results

Feeds

Subscriptions

Query RoutingUser Profiles

Authentication/Authorization
Business Rules
Personalization

Display

Application Framework

© 2013 IBM Corporation

Indexing and Search
Engine

Metadata
Extraction

IMS DBs

JDBC connector for IMS

IMS catalog

JDBC connector for IMS

JDBC API used to flow SQL to target IMS
database(s) to retrieve all of the information
of interest

JDBC metadata discovery APIs used to define
the IMS database resource(s) of interest for indexing
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IMS + Data Explorer
-Configuring the IMS source

 After deploying the IMS JDBC driver, create a new Database seed

© 2013 IBM Corporation38
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IMS + Data Explorer
-Setting up the data transformation

 After creating a new seed, a converter needs to be configured using standard
XPATH

© 2013 IBM Corporation39
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Original IMS hierarchy for hospital database
 Hierarchy: HOSPITAL->WARD->PATNAME

 Goal: Get a patient centric view

© 2013 IBM Corporation40
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Why use Data Explorer?
 Previously to change the schema so that the PATIENT information is at the top, a

logical database needs to be created

 This requires a DBA to be involved and a time window when the new database
resources can be brought online

 Data Explorer allows indexes to be created dynamically and for better searching
that is not restricted to IMS Segment Search Arguments (SSAs)

© 2013 IBM Corporation41
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Searching the IMS database with Data Explorer

 Query: Who are the patients in the Alexandria hospital

© 2013 IBM Corporation42
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Searching the IMS database with Data Explorer

 Query: Who are the patients currently in dermatology

© 2013 IBM Corporation43
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Machine Data Analytics Accelerator

Custom Applications Shrink Wrap Solutions

Health Care Networking Insurance Telco “x2020” “Unity”

IBM Big Data Platform

MDA Accelerator

Telco HealthcareRetailFinancial services

D
o
m

a
in

S
p
e
c
ific

Tools Client Specific Customizations, Visualization tools (“zInsights”)

IT use cases:
• Server, performance, troubleshooting

Business use cases:
• Click stream and transaction analysis

• Optimize production, advance planning
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IBM Big Data Platform

Systems
Management

Application
Development

Visualization
& Discovery

Accelerators

Information Integration & Governance

Hadoop
System

Stream
Computing

Data
Warehouse

Hadoop
System

Stream
Computing

Data
Warehouse

Information Integration & Governance

Telco HealthcareRetail

Parsers and Extractors

(applications, services,

servers and devices )

Federated Discovery, Pattern
Discovery, Search, Visualization Tools

for root cause analysis
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IMS and IBM Accelerator for Machine Data Analytics

 Consume log data produced by Transaction Analysis Workbench

 Index and link transactions together across products (IMS, DB2, MQ, CICS,
WebSphere)

© 2013 IBM Corporation

WebSphere)

Make large amounts of IMS transactional log data available to the suite of
BigInsights tools.
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HDFS

BigInsights Platform

MDATransaction Analysis Workbench

IMS Log and MDA Overview
BigSheets

© 2013 IBM Corporation

SFTP

Index, Extraction

Conversion to ASCII in CSV format

Data Explorer
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Transaction Analysis Workbench
- Log conversion

© 2013 IBM Corporation47
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Machine Data Analytics Accelerator
- Data Explorer Search

© 2013 IBM Corporation48
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Machine Data Analytics Accelerator
– Data Analytics using BigSheets

© 2013 IBM Corporation49
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Thank You for Joining Us today!

Go to www.ibm.com/software/systemz/events/calendar to:

Replay this teleconference

Replay previously broadcast teleconferences

© 2013 IBM Corporation

Replay previously broadcast teleconferences

Register for upcoming events
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